May 11, 2022

The firm is proud to be listed as a recommended firm in Ontario in the new Benchmark Litigation Canada 2022 guide.

We congratulate the following Bereskin & Parr professionals on their successful inclusion in this year’s issue, as Ontario Provincial Litigation Stars for Intellectual Property (Dispute Resolution) in 2022:

- Don Cameron - Litigation Star
- Scott MacKendrick - Litigation Star
- Andrew McIntosh - Litigation Star
- Joshua Spicer - Future Star
Comments from Benchmark Litigation Canada:

"Toronto intellectual property shop Bereskin & Parr generates a healthy level of acclaim from its peers in the IP capacity. They have a good, sound model there. They have a few terrific and smart IP trial lawyers who are further supported by a crack team of highly educated science and engineering gurus." Beyond more "traditional" areas of IP, the firm is noted for "making a big push" in two areas: cannabis and artificial intelligence. Indeed, Bereskin & Parr lays claim to having an active hand in the first cannabis trademark dispute in Canada."

For more information, click here.